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Discover how RSA bundled their machines with
Zerynth IoT technology and saw business soar

<2

Months
Deployment

+1

New Business Line

+15%

Annual revenue
increase

“We absolutely couldn’t believe that in less than 2 months we were able to open a new strategic business unit
based on IoT technology that made us more competitive in the market. Thanks to Zerynth, it happened and the
results we got are really impressive. All this at an extremely difﬁcult time due to the Covid pandemic. We could
not only stay in the market, but also extend our product line while opening up a new revenue stream”.
Milena Angella, Project manager and Software Engineer at RSA Srl

The Challenges
In the postindustrial period, it is necessary for all businesses to be prepared for
any and all challenges. And 2020, a time like no other, has demonstrated the
level of companies' readiness to respond to the challenges, not only from the
market, but from the world. Unforeseen global crises can, however, present
abrupt changes in economic, legal, work and technological parts of all
businesses.
Covid-19 affected everyone and did not bypass Robot System Automation
(RSA). Originally, the company focused only on innovative, automated
production systems for the footwear industry, but at a certain point, they had to
rapidly move in a new business direction to stay competitive in the market
and to follow its rules of business during a time of total uncertainty. RSA’s
challenge was to keep their doors open. A new customer needed surgical masks
and Respirator Type KN95 masks to ﬁght Covid-19. This meant RSA had to start
producing “Industry 4.0-Ready” mask manufacturing machines. In order to get
ﬁscal beneﬁts from the Italian tax program, dedicated to companies that
transform their industrial process to an “Industry 4.0” process, it had to
immediately react to this need. Therefore, RSA was keen to ﬁnd a reliable
Industrial IoT partner with high-quality products and technologies.
Furthermore, from a technological position, it was necessary to implement a
remote monitoring system for mask production machines. Additional
requirements needed were measuring and controlling energy consumption, as
well as estimating machine operation speeds in a cost-effective manner.

COMPANY NAME:
Robot System
Automation S.R.L (RSA)
LOCATION:
Italy
INDUSTRY:
Industrial Automation
PROFILE:
RSA studies and designs
diﬀerent kinds of
automatic systems and
specialty machines with
automation components
and robotics.

RESULTS:

Increased Revenue 15% annual increase thanks
to the new business oﬀering

Increased Eﬃciency reduction of maintenance
costs and energy

Increased Automation 100% real-time monitoring

Meet Compliance 100% compliance with Fiscal
Beneﬁts

www.zerynth.com
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The Solution

4ZeroBox - Main Features

The Zerynth team provided Robot System Automation with an IoT
system developed to monitor the machinery parameters remotely for
mask production.
The steady-state system architecture provides each machine with its
own installed 4ZeroBox. It allows monitoring heterogeneous data
sources such as generic industrial sensors, dedicated analog-digital
output devices, etc. Thanks to 4ZeroBox, RSA can now collect
machinery status data (on/off/waiting/production in progress),
estimate the energy consumption of the machinery, and control
operating speeds.

End Customer Products

● Data Acquisition, logging and
visualization.
● Can be retroﬁtted to legacy
and modern machines.
● Improved
visibility
on
equipment efﬁciency.
● Predictive maintenance to
prevent costly repairs and
unplanned downtime.
● 16+ different industrial sensor
channels, for acquiring sensor
data.
● Wiﬁ and Ethernet for sending
and receiving data, monitoring
and for controlling devices.
● MicroSD for local and secure
data logging without internet
connections.
● Industrial Relays for remotely
controlling the assets.
● Edge Processing Capabilities
and Ready for AI on the Edge
Applications.
● Easy to expand with GSM 2G,
3G,
GPS,
Motor
drivers,
displays, and additional sensor
channels.

The acquired data from 4ZeroBox is processed locally by the
acquisition units and sent to the Zerynth Cloud, capable of:
-

managing all connected devices,
carrying out the temporal storage of collected data,
display of raw data and messages sent by individual devices,
organizing devices by workspace and ﬂeets,
allowing downloads of historical data in CSV format,
exchanging data with the end-customer’s management
software.

Finally, the end-user can remotely control and monitor the system
through dashboards. This optimizes the process of mask production
and signiﬁcantly decreases operational costs by allowing remote
control of the processes.

PRODUCTS USED:
●
●

4Zerobox
Zerynth Cloud

WHAT DO RSA'S
CUSTOMERS THINK?
“The mask production machines
that we got from RSA gave us
many beneﬁts. Moreover, what
makes these machines so
competitive in the market is the
IoT solution based on Zerynth
technology. It signiﬁcantly
improves the mask production
process as well as skyrockets the
efﬁciency and quality of remote
monitoring. Thanks to Zerynth, we
saved 40% from our Industry 4.0
investment”
Manuele Iozzi
Project manager
ITALCONF Srl

www.zerynth.com
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The Results
RSA successfully completed its industrial optimization
for a new business line thanks to its collaboration with
Zerynth. The project is deﬁnitely a phenomenal
success since, in only 2 months, Zerynth could
transform RSA’s technology to Industrial IoT and
implement a remote monitoring system for its new
business strategy.
Based on the developed system, there are possible
extensions of the project in the foreseeable future. RSA
plans to continue working with Zerynth and implement
the technology on similar machines, to create
real-time data displays with dedicated dashboards
and integrate an automatic alarm and reporting
system.

Why RSA chose Zerynth
During the implementation phase, Zerynth proved
its leadership, demonstrated deep Industrial IoT
experience and showed complete understanding
of the requirements needed to optimize industrial
automation sectors. The development team
successfully supported RSA at every step in the
project, energizing their digital transformation
journey.
In less than 2 months Zerynth quickly
implemented the complete IIoT solution, in a
cost-effective
way
leveraging
an
easy-to-implement technology.

"We are fully satisﬁed with the results of this successful project and have already planned
updates for other types of machines using all the features offered by Zerynth. We are
deﬁnitely impressed by the professionalism and efﬁciency of the Zerynth team, as well as
their constant support and consultancy during the entire project”.
Milena Angella, Project manager and Software Engineer at RSA Srl

www.zerynth.com
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About Zerynth
Zerynth helps companies easily get their industrial processes digitized and
bring innovative connected products to the world. The Zerynth IoT Platform is
a full set of hardware-software tools designed by IoT experts to enable digital
transformation in a fast, ﬂexible and secure way.
Founded in 2015, Zerynth has grown steadily. Today Zerynth has 30+ team
members with deep IoT expertise and industry knowledge with over 3000
successful IoT implementations in companies across many industries.
Headquartered in Italy, Zerynth provides support globally thanks to an
extensive network of partners in Europe and pan-global locations.
+39 050 8068225 | info@zerynth.com | www.zerynth.com

GET STARTED WITH ZERYNTH
Ready to see what Zerynth can do for your business?
LET’S TALK!

www.zerynth.com

